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Timber Supply Analyst Janna Jessee receives a

certificate of appreciation from Chief Forester

Larry Pedersen. Certificates were presented to

all staff involved in the TSR.
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"But the completion of the TSR
means more than this," says
Pedersen. "The TSR has shown
the economic, environmental and
social consequences of existing
forest management practices and
has identified where better
information is needed to reduce
uncertainty in future
determinations. Perhaps most
strategically, the TSR has
established an unprecedented
compilation of essential
information, a benchmark against
which the effects of changes in

- Continued on page 6

1tseemed
like a
daunting

task when the
Timber Supply
Review began back
in 1992. Butfive
years and 71 new
allowable annual
cut determinations
later, the job's done.

In the early 1990s,
the Forest Service
and the public
were becoming
increasingly
concerned that
AACs were too
high and didn't
reflect current .
practices. As a
result, in 1991 the
Forest Service did a study of how
AACs were determined.

The findings proved to be a
catalyst for change. The
government passed legislation
requiring that AACs be reviewed
and determined every five years.

Despite the enormity of the
initial review, the Forest Service
rose to the challenge and in
December Chief Forester Larry
Pedersen released the final AAC
decision, completing the review
of all 37 timber supply areas and
34 tree farm licences in B.C.

Teamwork completes
Timber Supply Review

With over 20 years' experience

in natural resource

"I've worked on the fringes of

the Forest Service for years," he

said a few days after his

January 29 arrival as deputy

minister. "My appointment

marks a transition in my career,

rather than a radical change!'

New dep,yo/:'*~>.\"
manage change)

management, John Allan is

hardly a newcomer to the

issues underlying the Forest

Service and B.C!s forest

industry.

Allan's previous experience

includes stints as deputy

minister of Environment, Lands

and Parks; Energy, Mines and

Petroleum Resources; the Land

Use Coordination Office and the

Environmental Assessment

Office. He has also chaired

several land-use planning

teams, and a team that

reviewed the economics of the

Elk Falls cogeneration plant.

That experience has kept him at

the forefront of the transition in

public and government

priorities, from resource

- Continued on page 2
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Please distribute to all employees at their workstations



A bouquet and a ministry facing many challenges

greeted John Allan on his arrival.
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Biogeoclimatic
zone brochures
available
The research branch has released

three more brochures in its series

describing each of B.c.'s

biogeoclimatic zones.

The zones covered by the new

publications are the Interior

Cedar-Hemlock, Interior Douglas

fir, and Boreal White and Black

Spruce. Brochures on two other

zones, the Coastal Western

Hemlock and Coastal Douglas-fir,

were published earlier.

Developed by research program

ecologists, each brochure identifies

the zone's location and describes its

forest ecosystem, climate, wildlife

and ecological processes. They will

be distributed to the public through

district and regional offices.

B.C. 's ecosystem classification

system, which forms the

framework for modern forest

management, breaks the province

into 14 biogeoclimatic zones. The

system has its roots in climatic

classification surveys which started

in 1912. The Forest Service

research branch got involved in the

work in the 1970s.

The nine remaining brochures in

the series will be produced as

resources permit. For copies of the

five available brochures, contact

production resources at 387-6719,

e-mail prodres@mfor01.for.

gov.bc.ca.

Deputy,
continued from page 1

development to integrated

resource management.

It also gave him

the chance to work with, and

get to know,

many people in

the Forest

Service,

particularly on

Vancouver

Island, in the

Cariboo

Chilcotin and

the Kootenays.

But he knows

his new job

poses a big

challenge.

"This is a huge

and complex ministry," he said.

"It's one thing to be on the

outside working with it and

another to be responsible for it!'

Among his early priorities is the

need to bring stability, both

within and outside the Forest

Service. "But change and

change management are part of

our daily lives," he said.

"Our external stakeholders are

wondering what lies ahead. The

government is interested in

more employment, and remains

committed to its environmental

agenda. However, industry

economics and employment

levels appear threatened!'

At the same time, he pointed

out, environmental groups are

vigilant for any changes to the

Forest Practices Code that

appear to dilute environmental

protection provisions.

His approach will hinge on two

themes: managing issues in the

context of inevitable change

and consolidating the gains the

Forest Service has made,

particularly those of the Forest

Practices Code and Forest

Renewal BC.

"I enjoy a challenge," he said,

"and I'm pleased and honored to

be appointed deputy minister!'

Although his professional life

consumes most of his time,

Allan makes a point of working

out at the Y every morning and

working on his '55 Chevy Bel

Air, which he has restored over

the past several years.



Time right to move on
Wales, Aberystwyth. He returned
to the research branch as a tree
physiologist in 1965.

During his distinguished career
with the Forest Service, van den
Driessche held several
management positions, but
returned to his preferred field of
physiology in 1980.

He published extensively
throughout his career, and is
credited with making a
substantial contribution to the
research branch's understanding
of mineral nutrition, water
relations, photosynthesis, root

grafting, frost hardiness and the
production of rooted cuttings.

In addition to consulting, he is an
adjunct professor at the
University ofVictoria. He has
been the recipient of NATO and
Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada
grants to study in Germany and
at the Commonwealth Forestry
Institute in Oxford.

On February 7, friends and
colleagues gathered at the Royal
Victoria Yacht Club - home to
his 29-foot sailboat Jinx, the
object of another of his great
passions in life - to wish him
well.

Headquarters staff contribute
$75,000 to less fortunate

Bob van den Driessche

1)r. Robert (Bob) van
den Driessche, one
the research branch's

leading tree physiologists, has
closed the book on a 37-year
career with the Forest Service.

Choosing what he called an
" . "opportune tIme to move on,
van den Driessche retired in
January to work as an

. independent consultant. His
influence on the research branch
will remain for years to come.

After completing a B.Se. in
forestry at University College of
North Wales, Bangor, and an
M.Se. in silviculture at the
Univeristy ofToronto, van den
Driessche joined the reforestation
division of the Forest Service in
1959, and transferred to the
research division as a nursery
research officer in 1960.

He held the position until 1963,
when he returned to his native
Great Britain to complete his
doctorate at University College of

Forest Service staff once again dug
deep to help out the less
fortunate.

Victoria employees donated a
total of $74,994 to the Provincial
Employees Community Services
Fund. Government-wide, Victoria
public service employees donated
a total of $878,000.

"Our total is down $2,987 from
last year, but we raised our
participation rate from 55 per
cent to 73 per cent," said Helen
Reid, secretary to the executive
director of policy and economics
and Community Services Fund
coordinator for the Forest Service.
"We did pretty well overall."

Reid noted that total
contributions government-wide
were down from last year. "It's not
surprising given that there are
fewer of us and the uncertainty,"
she said.

Five branches - aboriginal
affairs, corporate policy and
planning, economics and trade,
protection and silviculture
practices - will receive the
United Way Gold Plaque award
for outstanding achievement. The
plaque is awarded to those
branches who achieve a 75 per
cent participation rate, have 10 or
more employees and an average
contribution of $100 or more.

Several more branches came close
to qualifying for the award, Reid
said. Some missed out only
because they missed the 10 or
more employees criteria.

The distinction of having the
highest individual contribution
goes to the timber supply branch,
where each employee donated an
average of $264.17.

Reid passes on her thanks and
gratitude to the canvassers who
made the success possible.
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"With that comes the fact that we're in everyone's

backyard," said Gorsline.

Communication is critical to managing the issue.

At any given time, district planners are dealing with

30 to 40 ad hoc working committees, as well as

other levels of operational and strategic advisory

groups.

"We work with people to demonstrate that we

respect their concerns, and to give them confidence

that we are sincere about protecting their water

supplies," Gorsline said. "We also have to show

that some concerns are land-use issues or political,

and cannot be resolved at the district level."

District staff have also developed some progressive

solutions for managing the issue, such as guidelines

and objectives for forestry operations in watersheds.

The district also introduced "contingency

planning," or an informal assignment of

accountability. "People are generally willing to trust

us, but they want to know that if something goes

wrong, they won't be left without recourse."

Contingency planning makes the licensees

responsible for protecting the watershed. That, said

Gorsline, makes them more conscientious. "And

that's what everyone wants."

A watershed in every back yard

cA
s home to no fewer than 59 community

watersheds and over 2,000 domestic

watersheds, the Kootenay Lake forest

district faces an ongoing public relations challenge.

"When people see forestry operations moving into

their watersheds, they're concerned," said Ken

Gorsline, operations manager, resource planning.

The potential for conflict has necessitated

continuing and intensive public consultation to

inform residents and hear their concerns.

The issue is rooted in the nature of the district:

steep, pristine slopes; small pockets of residents,

each with its own water supply; a reliance on

surface water, rather than ground water; and in

some cases, a sense of "tenure" over a traditional

water supply.

The situation entrenched in the district a culture of

public involvement dating back long before

growing environmental awareness and community

activism caused its proliferation everywhere.

But the controversy has been fuelled in recent years

by a growing population and land-use decisions

that force forestry operations closer to rural

residential areas. Community and domestic

watersheds comprise more than 40 per cent of the

commercial forest land base.
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South Africa forestry
applies in B.C.
The wild forests of R.C. are a long way

from the tree plantations of South

Africa. And Field Operations Supervisor

Garth Wiggilllikes it that way.

After 31 years, including 10 as a

practicing forester, Wiggill and his

family left the turmoil of their

homeland in 1993 in search of a better

life. They found it in Nelson, where

Wiggill joined the Forest Service.

A graduate of a three-year forestry

program in a South African college,

Wiggill had worked on tree

plantations that form part of the

country's 1.5 million hectares of

commercial forest. Unlike R.C., the

South African forest industry relies

entirely on artificial forests.

The government restricted the harvest

of natural forests in the late 1800s,

and nurtured an industry based on

plantations. Pine and eucalyptus are

planted in rows like maize, Wiggill

said. Over the last 100 years, several

rotations have been harvested.

Eucalyptus trees are pulped after as

little as nine years, and pine is

harvested every 20 to 30 years.

The forestry experience Wiggill

acquired in South Africa, mostly in

silviculture, supervision and financial

management, readily adapted to R.C.

"It was quite a change," he said, "but

you still rely on similar fertilization,

planting and spacing techniques!'

This winter, he returned with his

family to South Africa to visit friends

and to examine plantations he had

worked on in the 1980s. They spent

two months, and were as happy to

leave the second time as they were

the first.



Just like the old days

Trail gains popularity
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wants to produce a
"carry-along"

interpretative
brochure.

Lying between
Kokanee Creek Park
and Kokanee Glacier

Park, and adjacent to

the road used for
park access, the site
drew 1,200 visitors

last year. Flett expects
25 per cent more this

summer.

"The site contains

every niche of an old growth
ecosystem, from groves of ancient

cedar and hemlock to fallen nursery
logs to openings for new growth,"
Flett said. "Golf courses have

signature holes; this is a signature
recreation site of the Kootenay Lake
forest district."

People are amazed to find trees

measuring up to 1.5 metres in
diameter in the interior, he said.

us was almost like having staff,"
Flett said. "But the real benefit was

being able to go where the problems

were. I could bounce them around.
If something arose, I could pull

them off another job and take care
of a prioriry situation."

The crew gained valuable returns
from the program, including a good

salary and practical work
expenence.

"I'd recommend it to any recreation
officer," he said. "But you need to

have good workers, be well

organized and ensure good
supervision. "

Recreation Resource Officer Steve

Flett is hoping to land some Forest
Renewal BC money this summer to

put the finishing touch on a
recently-developed recreation site.

The 150-hectare site was designated
in 1992, and construction of a

three-kilometre trail, complete with
interpretative signs, finished a few

years ago. But it has rapidly become
a favorite destination for locals,

tourists and school groups, and Flett

School children are among the recreation site's

most enthusiastic visitors.

~
aving a designated
recreation crew

seemed like a return
to the good old days for Recreation

Resource Officer Steve Flett. And
he's anticipating experiencing a

similar flashback again this summer.

Last summer, Flett used the district's

co-op education program budget to

hire a team of four high-school
students and a college-level

supervisor. He and his colleagues
prepared a three-page list of jobs for
the season, and then turned the

young workers loose.

The benefits, he said, were

outstanding. "The flexibiliry it gave

District imports
British expertise
One of the world's leading experts in total

landscape design will be returning to the
Kootenay Lake forest district this March
to continue his work in the West Arm
Demonstration Forest (WADF).

Simon Bell, who works with the British

Forestry Commission, will spend two days

in the district, going over progress on
innovative management plans for forestry
in the WADE Bell started working with

district staff two years ago, as part of
Kootenay Lake's emphasis on progressive
forestry techniques.

"We do a little more experimental work
than most districts," said Small Business

Planning Technician Gord Portman,

explaining that the area's rural population
puts additional demands on the district.

"If people aren't living in the forest, they're

living next to it. It's no accident we've
become experimental and innovative."

Bell's total iandscape design techniques
harmonize forestry operations with a host

of other values, explained Portman. It
places as much importance on ecological,

vegetative, wildlife habitat and visual
issues as on forestry, and incorporates

many different areas of expertise.

The first harvesting under Bell's guidelines
is scheduled for this summer.

The WADF was established in 1992 in
response to the movement toward forest

management at the landscape level, rather

than the stand level. The l3,500-hectare
site, which encompasses the Kokanee
Creek drainages, is the focus of ongoing

studies to demonstrate how logging can be
compatible with other resource values, such
as visual quality, riparian areas and wildlife.

It is managed by a group comprising
members of the public, the Kootenay

Lake forest district, the Nelson forest
region and the Ministry of Environment.
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Duncan silviculturist wins award
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Teamwork
continued from page 1

forets management may now be
assessed in every TSA and TFL."

In aggregate, all the new AACs
amounted to a net reduction of
half a per cent, or 325,000 cubic
metres province-wide. However,
Pedersen says this number does
not tell the whole story.

"Some wood previously harvested
outside the AAC is now part of
the provincial AAC, creating the
appearance of an increased AAC
in some units when in fact no
additional volume will be
harvested," he explains. ''As a
result, the real reduction is in the
range of one to two per cent."

The review resulted in reductions
in the Nelson, Vancouver and
Cariboo forest regions totalling
nearly two million cubic metres.
The total AAC in Kamloops,
Prince Rupert and Prince George
regions increased by 1.6 million
cubic metres.

"Determining AACs is a very
difficult process," says Pedersen,
"not only due to the complexity
of timber supply forecasting, but
also due to the social and
economic implications of the
determinations."

Pedersen sees the end of the first
round of the TSR as a ministry
wide achievement. "I may make
the determinations, but it is the
district, regional and branch staff
who provide me with the top
quality work and information. I'm
extremely impressed with the
absolute commitment that staff
have to the TSR program and
their ability to rise to the
challenge despite obstacles and
tight deadlines."

In addition to setting new AACs
and defining areas where

information could be improved,
the TSR also encouraged
interaction among branches,
districts and regions.

"The first round of the TSR was
instrumental in bringing ministry
staff together as a team," says Gary
Townsend, director of the timber
supply branch. "There was a
willingness to share information,
expertise and experience in all areas. It
created an understanding and respect
for the work that everyone does."

Although the timber supply
branch officially coordinated the
review, most work is done at the
districts and regions.

Miiller: Silviculturist of the year

.ADuncan forest district
silviculture officer has
won the first annual

Coastal Silviculturist of the Year
Award.

Reinhard Miiller received the
award at the Coastal Silviculture
Committee (CSC) winter
workshop, held at Parksville
January 29. The CSC introduced
the award this year to recognize

"The TSR is a high pressure
process with many significant
issues, complexities and
deadlines," says Tom Volkers, a
Cranbrook forest district planner.
"It required that we all work
together as a team across
disciplines and organizational
levels."

With work already underway on
the second round, districts,
regions and branches are jamming
the phone and e-mail lines
sharing information and building
on the team spirit and expertise
established over the last five years.

individuals who have made
a significant contribution to
silviculture practices on the
coast.

Members of the coastal
silviculture community were
invited to nominate
candidates for the award. A
committee of CSC directors
evaluated the nominations,
based on field
accomplishments,
mentorship and
contributions to the
advancement of silviculture.

Miiller joined the Forest
Service 28 years ago, and
has worked primarily in
silviculture for the past 16.

Active in forestry associations, he
is recognized for innovation in
silviculture methods and being
among the first to practice

.intensive forestry, use multispecies
planting and apply alternative
silviculture systems.

"Reinhard has been a key
contributor to the coastal

- Continued on page 7



Property services section staff: (I. to r.) Bill Clifford, Cathy Ayerst,

Doug Harbicht, Peter Castley and Norma Ritchie

New solutions for legal
timber access
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For more information,
contact Doug Harbicht at
387-8648, OV: dharbich;
Bill Clifford, 387-8650,
wcliffor; or Peter Castley,
387-8646, pcastley.

- Submitted by Doug Harbicht,
property services section

the province-wide Long-Term
Forest Service Road Right-of-Way
Acquisition Strategy to measure
the extent of the problem and to
find ways to resolve it.

Preliminary feedback has revealed
that one forest district alone
identified 100 cases where legal
access difficulties excluded
otherwise eligible timber from
being made available or where
forestry roads trespassed on
private property.

One of the problems has been the
limited number of options
available to negotiate rights-of
way with property owners. In the
past, there have been only three:
dedication, where the Crown
takes ownership of the land in the
right-of-way; private agreements
between the licensee and the
property owner; and the SBFEP
short-term access agreement.

The property services section,
working with the ministries of

Attorney General and
Finance and Corporate
Relations, developed
several additional options
which provide alternative
tools for the Crown to
secure legal access.

For example, a 20-year
right-of-way agreement was
negotiated with an owner
at a cost of $7,000. Had
the conventional
dedication option been
taken, the Forest Service
would have had to buy the
land for at least $60,000.

planners are now often stymied
by difficulty gaining right-of-way
agreements over private land to
get to new timber sources.

Facing growing concern, the
property services section began

CURRENT METHODOLOGY

Private Owner

Section 102 dedication; Forest Service acquires ownership

of land and road and compensates owner.

ALTERNATIVES

Land Retained by Ownet

Temporary legal access for more rhao rhree years

lA lB

- Legal Survey - No legal survey

- Right-of-way agreement - Right-oF-way agreement

over en tire property

- Register in LTO - Register in LTO

Temporary legal access for less than three years

2A (No existing road) 2B (Existing road)

- Right-oF-way agreement - SBFEP agreement

- No registration

- No legal survey

3 Corporate Owner

- No legal survey

- Long-term right-oF-way agreement

- Not registered in LTO

T he property services
section of the
resource tenures and

engineering branch has developed
new industrial road right-oE-way
agreements to expedite legal
access to timber. The new
agreements may be particularly
useful to the Small Business
Forest Enterprise Program.

After decades of "taking the path
of least resistance," or harvesting
areas with ready legal access,

Continued from page 6

silviculture program over the
years," said Duncan forest district
Manager Jerry Kennah. "He is
always trying new ideas with a
touch of European tradition."

The CSC is a non-profit society
which promotes the advancement
of silviculture on the coast
through biannual workshops.

Muller is retiring from the Forest
Service in March. For information
on a dinner, planned for April 12,
contact Brian Barber at 356-6207
or Joy Matthews at 746-2738.



Official week boosts
multiculturalism

Forest crime fighter honored
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T
he week of February
16 to 22 gave British
Columbians both the

reason and the chance to celebrate
their differences.

Officially designated as a time to
celebrate and promote cultural
understanding and awareness,
Multiculturalism Week featured
as diverse a range of activities as
there are cultures.

Governments, businesses, cultural
organizations and the Forest
Service staged various events to
teach and entertain. As part of its
mandate to promote multi
culturalism, the Forest Service
employment equity office screened
educational videos as part of the
"lunch and learn" series.

Employment equity

clarification

The article on mentorships

featured in the January issue

neglected to include aboriginal

people as one of the

employment equity groups.

As B.C. and Canada become
more culturally diverse, it is
increasingly important to
recognize and appreciate the
differences among the
population.

"Everyone has a culture,"
explained Claire Handley, acting
manager of the employment
equity office. "Our culture
includes customs, religions,
traditions, languages, values and

attitudes. It affects how we
communicate and interact with
each other."

As part of the B.C. government's
multicultural policy, the
employment equity office is
charged with engendering a spirit
of mutual understanding and
respect.

"Our ability to work and provide
service to a diverse group of
people depends on it," she said.

For more information on
multiculturalism, contact Yvonne
Lawrence at the employment
equity office, 387-3231.

RCMP Corporal Clay

Brown receives a memento

from forest revenue

inspectors in recognition of

his work with the RCMP's

forest crimes unit. Brown

has moved on to other

responsibilities within the

police force. Forest revenue

inspectors praise Brown for

his invaluable contribution

to the program.
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Contributions are welcome. Please send your comments, suggestions and contributions to:
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